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ALEXANDER ADELAAR

Asian Roots of the Malagasy

A Linguistic Perspective*

A critical evaluation of Otto Christian Dahl's From
Kalimantan to Madagascar (1991) and an argument for
South Sulawesi loanwords in Malagasy

1. An overview of the linguistic ideas about the Austronesian origins of
the Malagasy

1.1 Linguistic ideas before Dahl (1951)

The idea that Malagasy is related to the languages of insular Southeast
Asia is very old. It can be traced back to 1603, when Frederick de
Houtman published his Spraeck ende Woordboeck, inde Maleysche ende
Madagaskarsche talen. This work was basically a textbook for those
interested in learning Malay, but it also contained a Malay-Malagasy-
Dutch wordlist which clearly demonstrated some of the similarities
between Malay and Malagasy. But, as Dahl points out, although De
Houtman provided ample evidence for the idea, he did not state in so many
words that there was a relationship between Malagasy and other
Austronesian languages.

It is therefore the Portuguese Luis Mariano to whom the credit should
go for being the first to observe that there is a linguistic relationship
between Malagasy and the languages of Southeast Asia. Mariano
mentioned that the Malagasy came partly from 'Malacca', and partly from

* This is the revised text of a paper presented at a congress on 'Malagasy cultural
identity from an Asian perspective' held in Leiden on 28 and 29 March 1994. I am
grateful to Wally Thompson (Melbourne) for his editorial comments. I am also
grateful to Philippe Beaujard (Paris), Bob Blust (Honolulu), Beatrice Clayre and
Rodney Needham (Oxford), Sirtjo Koolhof (Leiden), Bernd Nothofer (Frankfurt),
Bernard Sellato (Jakarta) and Ülo Sirk (Moscow) for their comments on an earlier
draft of this paper.
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326 Alexander Adelaar

Africa, and that (apart from the people living on the west coast) they spoke
a language which was very similar to Malay (Mariano 1613-1614, see Dahl
1951:13).

Later on, other scholars gave this observation a more solid under-
pinning. By the 19th century the implications of a distinction between
similarities due to borrowing and similarities due to common inheritance
had become generally acknowledged. It was realized that the affinity
between Malagasy and the languages of Southeast Asia (and Oceania)
was due to common inheritance. All these languages belonged to a single
language family, which at the time was styled Malayo-Polynesian, but
which (with the inclusion of the languages of Formosa) is nowadays called
Austronesian.

The next problem presenting itself was that of whether there was any
language (or group of languages) within the Austronesian language group
with which Malagasy had a particularly close relationship. Relationships
with many languages were proposed, which, except for that suggested by
Dahl (1951), turned out to be incorrect.

There are of course different ways of reaching a wrong conclusion.
Wilhelm von Humboldt (1836-39) posited a close relationship with the
Philippine languages on the basis of grammatical similarities. Herman van
der Tuuk (1865) collected phonological and lexical evidence to demon-
strate a close relationship with Toba Batak. Both scholars were mistaken,
although one has to allow for the fact that the comparative material they
had at their disposal was only a fraction of the material that was to become
available in the 20th century. Their arguments were based on close
linguistic comparison, and their studies constituted important contributions
- be it only indirect ones - to the solution of the problem they set out to
solve. It was only after the accumulation of many more data on Austro-
nesian languages that it became clear that their arguments were not
pertinent for a linguistic subgrouping.

Other scholars trying to narrow down the range of Austronesian lan-
guages with which the Malagasy language might be most closely affiliated
were often much less systematic in their choice of subgrouping criteria.
They built their theories around a random selection of lexical items, which
they sometimes combined with cultural and racial considerations that were
at odds with the linguistic evidence.

1.2 Linguistic research since Dahl (1951)
In 1951 Dahl presented a large body of critical linguistic data in order to
show that Maanyan, a language of South Borneo, was the next of kin of
Malagasy. His thesis, Malgache et Maanyan, is a systematic study of the
phonological, lexical and morphological correspondences existing
between these two languages. On the basis of a large number of shared
innovations, and taking into account the fact that in linguistic comparison
regularity of agreement is more critical than random similarity, Dahl was
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able to show that these languages are more closely related to each other
than they are to any other documented Austronesian language.

Dahl (1951) also proposed the 5th century AD as a date for the Mala-
gasy migrations from Borneo to East Africa. This date supposedly corres-
ponds to the beginning of a period of extensive Indian influence on Indo-
nesian societies and their languages. Malagasy has only a few Sanskrit
loanwords, which allegedly shows that this language was exposed to
Indian influence only at the very beginning.

In 1954, Dahl wrote about the influence of Bantu (Comoran) languages
on Malagasy. He pointed out that after the migration, Malagasy phono-
logy came to be strongly influenced by the phonologies of Comoran
Bantu languages, a phenomenon which he referred to as the 'Bantu
substratum' in Malagasy phonology. This manifests itself in among other
things the fricativization of several stops and semivowels, and in the
acquisition of a whispered vowel in final position ('vocalic endings').

In his evaluation of a subgrouping hypothesis with respect to South
Bornean languages on the basis of wordlists compiled by the anthro-
pologist Alfred B. Hudson (Hudson 1967), Dahl (1977a) concluded that
Malagasy is not to be subgrouped with Maanyan alone, but rather with
the entire Southeast Barito linguistic subgroup, of which Maanyan is a
member together with Samihim, Paku, Dusun Witu and Dusun Malang.

In 1988 two new books about the linguistic history of Malagasy
appeared. Mahdi (1988) includes a treatment of Malagasy morphopho-
nemics, and refines and makes more explicit some of the sound changes in
Dahl's thesis. While accepting Dahl's hypothesis of a Bornean origin of
the Malagasy language, Mahdi believes that Malagasy had undergone the
effects of an areal feature that emanated from the South Sulawesi lan-
guages (such as Buginese and Macassarese) before the migration of its
speakers to East Africa. This areal feature led to the development of a final
vowel, as well as the merger of preceding consonants.' In his view, the
influence of Comoran Bantu languages was much more restricted than
Dahl (1954) proposed.

Pierre Simon focuses on the sociolinguistic aspects of the history of the
Malagasy language. He believes that the language of the early Malagasy
migrants was markedly influenced by Malay, Javanese and Madurese, and
that it went through a pidginization stage when its speakers came into
contact with speakers of Bantu languages. Simon also pays much attention
to the Bantu elements in Malagasy, as well as to the development of
Malagasy dialects. A major flaw in his theory, however, is that it does not
account for the fact that Malagasy has remained remarkably conservative
morphosyntactically in comparison with other Austronesian languages,

1 Mahdi (1988) also proposed an East Austronesian substratum as a possibility, but
later abandoned this idea and is nowadays in favour of the idea of a South Sulawesi
areal feature only (Mahdi, personal communication).
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especially the Southeast Barito ones. This fact is difficult to reconcile with
a pidginization hypothesis.

The works of both Mahdi and Simon are discussed more extensively in
Adelaar 1991a.

In Adelaar 1989a and 1989b I show that Malagasy has a large number
of loanwords from Malay, and also a few from Javanese. It has loanwords
from Banjarese Malay (the Malay dialect of Banjarmasin, in South Kali-
mantan) and from Sumatra Malay. I reject Dahl's migration date. Virtually
all Sanskrit loanwords in Malagasy appear to have been borrowed through
Malay and possibly Javanese. It is therefore not the beginning of Sanskrit
influence that is critical for a migration date, but the period in which the
languages of Indianized Malays and Javanese began to exercise an
influence on Malagasy. This influence included Malay and Javanese words
which were ultimately borrowed from Sanskrit. Hence the migration must
have taken place between the 7th and the 13th century AD, with the 7th
century AD being the most probable. I also give evidence for continued
contacts between Madagascar and Southeast Asia. These contacts must
have lasted until after the introduction of Islam in Indonesia and Malaysia,
as testified by the East Malagasy term sumbili 'killing animals according to
Muslim precepts'. I derive this word from Malay sambaüh, which now
means 'to slaughter', but which originally had the same Muslim conno-
tation as sumbili. It is in turn derived from the Arabic [bi'smi'llash], 'in the
Name of God', a formula uttered at the ritual slaughter of an animal.
Although there admittedly seem to be no other obvious Arabico-Malay
loanwords in Malagasy, the specific phonological and semantic agreements
between sumbili, sambglih and [bi'smi'llaïh] make borrowing from Malay
into East Malagasy dialects extremely likely.

In Adelaar 1991a and 1995a I propose that Southeast Barito speakers
constituted only a part of the various groups of immigrants to Madagascar.
They may have constituted the majority of these, but may also have been
only a small first nuclear group, whose language was adopted by later
immigrants who gradually arrived. Such a course of events would account
for the fact that, although Malagasy is a Southeast Barito language, there is
little anthropological or historical evidence that points to a specifically
Bornean origin of the Malagasy. I also propose that it was not speakers of
Southeast Barito languages themselves who organized passages to East
Africa and established colonies in Madagascar and possibly other places.
The autochthonous peoples of Borneo are no seafarers, and there is little
evidence that they had a seafaring tradition twelve centuries ago (a large
part of the maritime vocabulary in Malagasy is borrowed from Malay). The
people who were actively involved in sailing to East Africa must have
been Malays. Before the arrival of Europeans, the Malays were a highly
enterprising seafaring nation. They established trade relations and colonies
along the coasts of most of the Indonesian and many Philippine islands.
They sailed across the Indian Ocean and in the 12th century even
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exercised an important political influence in Sri Lanka. On their way to
Africa they must have taken along slaves, crew, or other subordinate
people, some of whom they left behind in their colonies.

Adelaar in press a shows that there is no linguistic evidence in support
of a direct historical relation between India and Madagascar. Further
evidence for Malay and Javanese influence in Malagasy, not only on the
lexicon but also on the morphology, is provided in Adelaar 1995b. Here I
also show that some conventions in the Sorabe script (the Arabic script as
adapted by the Taimoro) are strikingly similar to graphic conventions in
Pegon (the Arabic script as adapted to the Javanese language). I argue that
the Sorabe script could have been introduced from Indonesia, a possibility
which deserves further attention.

In Adelaar 1995c I adduce some additional lexical evidence from
Samihim (a Southeast Barito language) in support of Dahl's subgrouping
of Malagasy with the Southeast Barito subgroup. A number of words in
Samihim which do not occur in Maanyan have cognates in Malagasy, and
must therefore be retentions from Proto Southeast Barito which were lost
and replaced by other words in Maanyan.

Finally, in Adelaar in press b I show that the Malagasy directional
system is not part of the Southeast Barito inheritance and must be an
adaptation of the Malay system. Western orientation systems are ego-
centric, that is, ego is the prime reference point for further orientation. In
most Austronesian orientation systems, however, the main orientational
reference points are topographical or celestial or they are the cardinal
points, and the position of ego is less relevant for further orientation. The
Malagasy system is no exception to this. The Malagasy do, however, oriënt
themselves by reference to fixed points of the compass, and not according
to a system combining topographical and celestial orientation points. The
latter type of system is part of the general Austronesian pattern and is
organized in axes, such as seaward vs towards the interior, downstream vs
upstream, sunrise vs sunset, and so on. The un-Austronesian, and certainly
also un-Bornean, concept of fixed cardinal points that is found in Mada-
gascar is typical of the (maritime) Malay and Javanese orientation system.
Many Malagasy terms for points of the compass are Malay loanwords,
including a-varatra 'North', an-drefana 'West', and (Sakalava) valaha
'East', as are wind names such as varatraza 'south wind' (Betsimisaraka
dialect), tsimilotru 'north wind' (Betsimisaraka), and sagari 'a northeast
wind'. Compare the Malay etyma barat 'West', dapan 'in front', balakar)
'behind', barat-daya 'Southwest', timur-laut 'Northeast', and ssgara
'ocean'.

In 1991 Dahl published a monograph, Migration from Kalimantan to
Madagascar, which addresses several issues. It gives an evaluation of my
1989 article. Dahl accepts the idea of borrowing into Malagasy from
Banjarese Malay as well as Sumatran Malay, although he rejects some of
the Malay loanwords proposed by me, while of the remaining loanwords
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he traces a larger part direct to Banjarese Malay than I do. He believes all
Malay influence on Malagasy to have occurred prior to the introduction of
Islam in Southeast Asia. The 7th-century inscriptions from South Sumatra,
which are written basically in an archaic form of Malay, contain a few lines
in an unknown language, which Aichele suggested had much in common
with Maanyan (Aichele 1936). Dahl, giving a re-interpretation of the lines
in question, is convinced that they represent 'Old Maanyan', and believes
without reservation in the 7th century AD as a migration date.2 He links
the existence of the Old Maanyan lines to a new theory, namely that one
of the peoples living in Bangka, the Lom, descended from the Maanyans.
He assumes that another people living in Bangka, the Sekak, are Bajau and
must have been the carriers who took the early Malagasy to Madagascar.

In the following pages I will give a critical evaluation of Dahl 1951 and
make a case for lexical borrowing into Malagasy from South Sulawesi
languages. Unless otherwise indicated in the text, I have used the fol-
lowing sources for frequently quoted language material:

Buginese Matthes 1874 and Ide Said 1977
Javanese Gericke and Roorda 1901
Macassarese Cense 1979
Malagasy Abinal and Malzac 1970
Malay Wilkinson 1959
Proto Malayo Polynesian Dempwolff 1938
South Toraja Van der Veen 1940
Maanyan Dahl 1951
Old Javanese Zoetmulder 1982.

I have reproduced foreign lexical examples as I found them in the
dictionaries, except for the following changes:

Arabic - voiced velar fricative —)gh

Javanese - j ->y\ dj -»ƒ; ng —>rj; nj ->yi; schwa -> 9
Malay - ng —» ly, ny —>/7; nc —>pc; schwa —> a; furthermore:

o before -k, -rj or -h -> u, unless preceding vowel is e or o
e before -k, -rj or -h —> i, unless preceding vowel is e or o

Malagasy - -y —> -i; o —> w; ng —»/7g
South Sulawesi languages - ng —> rj; ' —» ?, schwa —> a.

2 According to Dahl, Adelaar 1989a 'assumes that the migration may even have
taken place after the introduction of Islam among the Malays' (Dahl 1991:14). For
the sake of clarity, I wish to point out that I argue in my 1989 article that the
migration date must in principle be sought in a period between the 7th and the 13th
century AD, and, within this time span, with the greatest probability in the 7th century
AD (Adelaar 1989a:33-5). The migration must have started in the 7th century AD,
and may have continued for some time afterwards (more likely than not it took place
in several stages).
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In the Austronesian language family, the Malayo-Polynesian languages
constitute a first-order subgroup that includes all the Austronesian lan-
guages excepting the Formosan ones, which constitute one or several first-
order branches by themselves. As Proto Malayo Polynesian (henceforth
PMP) etyma often have a more user-friendly graphic representation than
Proto Austronesian (henceforth PAN) ones, and the difference between
PAN and PMP is irrelevant for the purposes of this paper, I will, where
possible, use PMP etyma rather than PAN ones.

2. A critical evaluation of Dahl 1991

I have reservations about some of the theories put forward by Dahl (1991)
and about the arguments he uses to prove their validity. My criticism
concerns mainly his evaluation of the Malay loanwords identified by me in
Adelaar 1989 (discussed in section 2.1), his exclusion of the possibility of
contacts between Madagascar and Southeast Asia after the introduction of
Islam in the latter area (see section 2.2), and his views on the identity of the
Lom and Sekak peoples of Bangka (and their role in the migration of the
early Malagasy to East Africa) (see section 2.3).

2.1 Malay loanwords

Dahl's evaluation of Malay loanwords in Malagasy is extremely valuable.
It makes one aware of the complexities of semantic change in the search
for loanwords, and in the search for pairs of words that are cognate
through common inheritance. Nevertheless, Dahl's rejection of some of the
Malay loanwords identified by me often follows from his views on PAN
phonology, which differ from mine in some essential ways. I believe that
Dempwolff was insufficiently aware of the extent of cross-linguistic
borrowing that had taken place between the languages that form the basis
for his reconstruction of PMP phonology and vocabulary. Malay was a
particularly prominent source of loanwords in other Austronesian lan-
guages. I agree with Wolff (1974 and 1982) that Dempwolff's reconstruc-
tion is often based on the evidence of loanwords. Many of his PMP
phonemes are problematic, viz. *d, *z, *r, *T, *c, and *g, and etyma recon-
structed with these protophonemes are usually demonstrably false. There
are - of course - some etyma left where this is not readily apparent, and the
matter is intricate. But I basically support Wolff s rejection of the above
protophonemes, seeing that cross-linguistic borrowing is not sufficieritly
accounted for in Dempwolff's reconstructions (and those of many later
Austronesianists). Furthermore, a large number of the etyma are clearly
false. Finally, the reconstructions of *d, *z, *r, *T, *c, and *g yield a PAN
phonological system which is rather unbalanced and in no way repres-
entative of the phoneme systems of its daughter languages. Dahl does not
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go along with Wolff, especially not with his rejection of PAN/PMP *d, *z,
*r, and *g, and, on the PMP level only, of *c.3

The interpretation of PAN phonology is also a controversial issue among
other Austronesianists, and I will not discuss its wider implications here.
Whatever position one takes, however, it should be clear that, as a
consequence of the interpretation favoured by Dahl, some of his rejections
of Malay loanwords in Malagasy are contrived and at odds with the
overall evidence for borrowing.

Dahl should adopt a more general approach to the question of
borrowing. For instance, in concentrating too much on the soundness of
Dempwolff's reconstructed phoneme *r in words like suratra, saruna,
saraka, and f'araf'ara, or on the soundness of Dempwolff's *g in
haruqgana, he tends to overlook the fact that these words also display
other (phonological and semantic) features which mark them as probable
loanwords. In the above forms, the occurrence of r (< *r), s (< *s), and g (<
*g), as well as the reduplicated root morpheme and the final -a in farafara,
all point to borrowing from Malay. In the case of Malagasy suratra
'writing; drawings, figures, colours', Dahl believes this to be a reflex of
PMP *surat 'drawings, figures, colours'. He believes that the r in suratra
reflects *r, which in his view is a sound protophoneme, and in mine a false
one. But, apart from displaying r < *r, suratra also has s < *s. This is
another indication of borrowing, as *s generally became 0 in Malagasy,
and the correspondence s < *s is usually (although not exclusively)
reflected in loanwords. Malay surat 'writing; colours, patterns, Unes'
derives from PMP *suRat 'wound, cut'. It was borrowed with the meaning
'writing' into many other Austronesian languages, where its form often
indicates borrowing. Surat was borrowed as sulat 'writing' into Tagalog
(Panganiban 1980), whence it spread into many other Philippine and into
Formosan languages. Incidentally, along with sulat, Tagalog also has a
regularly inherited reflex of *suRat, namely sugat 'wound, cut'
(Panganiban 1980). Other reflexes of *suRat are, among others, Ilokano
sugat (same meaning; Constantino 1971), Bikol mag-sugat, sugdt-on 'to
pull out something caught in a narrow space; to pull out a knife stuck into
a piece of wood' (Mintz and Britanico 1985), Bontoc na-sógat, na-sag-at
'to have a wound caused by stepping on or knocking into a sharp stick'
(Reid 1976), Maranao sogat 'hit' (McKaughan and Macaraya 1967), and
Bolaang-Mongondow toegat 'hit, touch, sufficient, fitting, agree,
correspond' (Dunnebier 1951). The original meaning of *suRat was
presumably 'cut, carve, (make a) wound'.

It is also extremely unlikely that a semantic narrowing from 'colours,
patterns, lines' to 'writing' would occur independently in both Malay and
Malagasy, as is claimed by Dahl (Dahl 1991:20-2). From a phonological

3 Dahl agrees that PAN did not have *c but assumes that this protophoneme
emerged as an innovation in PMP.
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and semantic point of view, and considering the fact that there is an
etymon *suRat, there is no reason for assuming an etymon *surat from
which suratra would have been regularly derived. All the evidence
suggests that suratra is a Malay loan.

Some of Dahl's rejections are invalidated by the quality of his
arguments. In a number of cases he argues that a set of corresponding
words with members in Malay and Malagasy must be inherited on account
of its 'wide distribution'. He applies this argument to the sets para-
paralfarafara, bururj/vuruna, burit/vuritra, guruh/huruhuru, kara?lhara,
karaijlharana, kuruq/huruna, perak/firaka, rautlrautra, riak/riaka, ributl
rivutra, saraklsaraka, sarurj/saruna, tarikltarika, tarukltaruka (p. 38), and
luar/luatra (p. 40), and to the respective other members of each of these
sets in other languages. In other cases he considers borrowing likely on
account of the 'restricted distribution'. of a given correspondence set (p.
41). This argument is highly problematic. If it were accepted uncondition-
ally, it would be impossible, for instance, to establish the true origin of
Greek and Latin terms that were adopted by most other European lan-
guages (and many others). For example, the occurrence of words related to
'shampoo' and 'bungalow' throughout the Indo-European language
family is no argument for proposing a Proto Indo European etymon on
their basis. They are, in fact, Hindi.loanwords.

Dahl's 'semantic identity or similarity' as a criterion of inheritedness is
unacceptable (p.38). In fact, a particular set of related words in a number of
related languages tends to be more homogeneous in meaning if these
languages borrowed their word from a common source language than if
this word had been regularly inherited from a common proto-lariguage.

In the case of Malay rosaklrusak, Javanese rusak, Sundanese ruksak
'broken; destroyed', Malagasy (Merina dialect) rutsaka 'fall downwards,
drop from a high place, slip on a slope', Dahl rejects derivation from an Old
Javanese compound consisting of ru:g 'to fall in, fall to pieces, collapse; be
smashed, scattered, broken up' and sa:k 'fallen apart, loosened, dispersed,
scattered'. He doubts the occurrence of disyllabic words originally com-
posed of two monosyllabic ones (Dahl 1991:25). As is to be expected,
however, there are quite a few such historical compounds in Javanese.
Compare Javanese soré 'evening' < *sor 'retreat, set' + *wé 'sun' (which
is parallel to tgqaqé 'noon' < *t3rjah-rj-wé 'be in the middle' +[ligature]
+'sun') (Adelaar 1988:72-3). Compare also Javanese wedarj 'hot water' <
*we- 'water' + *darj 'steaming, cooking'; rontal, (with metathesis) lontar
'palm leaf (used for writing)' < ron 'leaf + tal 'k.o. palm'.

The semantic connection between Malagasy rutsaka and the Malay,
Javanese and Sundanese corresponding words is admittedly not striking
on the basis of the Merina evidence alone, but becomes more obvious if
dialectal forms such as Mahafaly Malagasy rutsake 'destroyed, torn apart'
are taken into account (Schomerus-Gernböck 1981:41, 51).

For a number of Malagasy words Dahl traces the origin specifically to
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Banjarese Malay instead of leaving the Malay source dialect unspecified
(as I do in the cases in question). He does so when it appears, for instance,
that the occurrence of a particular Malay loanword in Malagasy is matched
by the occurrence of a corresponding Malay loanword in Maanyan, Ngaju
and/or some other Barito language. I do not exclude the possibility that
such Malay loanwords could be of Banjarese extraction. But the argument
is an a-prioristic one and is invalidated by the fact that Barito languages
have been exposed to Malay for so long, and sometimes so intensively,
that it is quite conceivable that the introduction of a Malay loanword into
Malagasy and into the Barito languages is the result of two separate
events involving more than one Malay source dialect. I therefore prefer not
to specify the dialectal origin of Malay loanwords if the phonology or
semantics does not unequivocally point into the direction of Banjarese
Malay.

In other instances Dahl traces Malay loanwords in Malagasy specifically
to Banjarese Malay if they end in -na, corresponding to an original -r in
Malay (for instance, Malagasy fantsuna 'waste-pipe' and Malay pajicur
'flowing along a conduit or pipe'). He assumes that in such cases there
must be a corresponding Banjarese form which has final -rj instead of -r.
Here he bases himself on Ras (Ras 1968:10), who notes that Standard
Malay final r is sometimes found to correspond to Banjarese -rj (while a
final -ij would as a matter of fact have become -na in Malagasy). Ras gives
two examples of this, Banjarese air} 'water' and ekor) ' 1 . tail; 2. (count
word for living creatures)', which correspond to Standard Malay air and
ekor (same meanings) respectively. Abdul Jebar Hapip's Banjarese
dictionary does not give a single form with final -r) corresponding to -r in
Standard Malay apart from ikur) (a dialectal form of ekor)), however. The
change is by no means general. In fact, whereas the dictionary gives none
of the forms ending in -rj postulated by Dahl, it does list forms with final -r
instead (that is, if there is a corresponding form at all). For instance, while
Dahl traces Malagasy kambana, fantsana, fantsuna, and so on, to an
alleged Banjarese form ending in -rj (which would probably have looked
like *kambarj, *pancan, *papcun), such forms do not exist, kambar, papcar
and papcur being found instead (Abdul Jebar Hapip 1977).

Finally, Dahl fails to do justice to my argument by misquoting some of
the glosses on the words given in support of a borrowing hypothesis in my
1989 article. This is apparent, for instance, in his gloss of the word
lemurjsir. Where I write 'Minangkabau Malay lambusia "shoulder of a
cow", Sundanese lam(b)usir "shoulder, rib of an animal for slaughter",
Old Javanese lamurjsir "back, piece (of meat) from the back" ' (Adelaar
1989a: 12 and 21-2), Dahl quotes me as saying 'Malay lamusir "intestine"'
(Dahl 1991:27).

He further seems to misinterpret my views on the origin of Malagasy
erjgana 'wing' (Adelaar 1989a: 16), which I do not consider a Malay
borrowing. I should have been more explicit here: my point was that
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Dempwolff's reconstruction *3rjgan is erroneous because it contains a
feature which is typical of the phonotactics of Malay, but not of that of
other Austronesian languages.

2.2 The origin of Islam in East Madagascar

Dahl does not believe the Malays to have been still in touch with
Madagascar after their conversion to Islam. One of his grounds for
rejecting a Malay role in the introduction of Islam is that the earliest traces
of Islam in Madagascar predate the first manifestations of Islam in insular
Southeast Asia (including Malaysia).

In fact, the discovery of a gold coin bearing the date AH (the Muslim
year) 515 in an Arab grave in Northeast Madagascar attests the presence
of 'Arabs' in that area as early as 1121-1122 AD (Dahl 1991:18). This is
much earlier than the date estimated by Drewes for the introduction of
Islam in insular Southeast Asia, namely the end of the 13th century
(Drewes 1968:457). The oldest dated evidence for the presence of Muslims
in insular Southeast Asia is a gravestone from the late 13th century found
in Aceh. But the occurrence of this gravestone by no means excludes a
possible earlier introduction of Islam in Indonesia. On the other hand, the
evidence from these graves in both Northeast Madagascar and Aceh does
not teil us much about the role their occupants played in the Islamization
process in these areas. The latter may have been just passing Muslim
foreigners who were buried and left behind by their fellow-travellers in a
completely kafir (non-Muslim) environment. Coins with Arabic writing
primarily teil us something about early trade relations between Madagascar
and the Muslim world, but cannot be used as hard evidence for dating the
introduction of Islam.

The historian Ricklefs, incidentally, mentions the occurrence of a Muslim
gravestone dated AH 475, or AD 1082, at Leran, in East Java. This is earlier
than the date on the gold coin found in Northeast Madagascar. However,
Ricklefs adds the reservation that it has been doubted whether this
gravestone actually belonged to a grave in Java or was transported to Java
later, for instance as ship's ballast. Significantly for our discussion here,
Ricklefs decides that 'this stone sheds no light on the establishment of
Islam among Indonesians' (Ricklefs 1993:3-4).

Without denying these graves and coins some importance, it must be
said that they have no absolute dating value. The fact is that in both the
Malagasy and the Indonesian case, the evidence (in the form of written
records, the native use of Arabic writing, the adoption of Islam or of other
Muslim practices, including the use of certain administrative titles, and so
on) suggests that Islam gained momentum only at a later date. The coming
of Islam should therefore be seen as a process, rather than a single event at
a specific date.

Assuming that Malays were no longer in contact with Madagascar after
they came under the influence of Islam, Dahl subsequently rejects my
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explanation of East Malagasy4 sumbili 'slaughter animals in accordance
with Muslim precepts' as deriving from Malay sQmbalih or sambaleh (same
meaning as sumbili), and ultimately from Arabic bismi'lldhi (pronounced
[bismill'ae:h]) 'in the Name of God'. Dahl notes that the formula bismi'lldhi
'is used so often and in so many connections that restricting it to
slaughtering rites is very unlikely' (Dahl 1991:18). He is right in assuming
the widespread use of bismi'lldhi, but is mistaken in denying a particular
association between this formula and ritual slaughtering. In fact, the
association is so direct that it led to the emergence, through hypostasis, of a
colloquial Arabic noun basmalah [besmelae:h] meaning '1. utterance of the
invocation "bismi'lldhi"; 2. the invocation itself'. If an animal is killed
'without the basmalah being said over it', it is not haldl (ritually pure) and
cannot be eaten (see, among others, Barthélémy's dictionary of Syrian and
Palestinian Arabic (1935) and the Hobson-Jobson glossary (Yule and
Burnell 1986)). In Persian the association is even plainer: here the formula
evolved into the term bismili 'for sacrifice, for slaughter' (Steingass 1930).5

For a detailed phonological and semantic justification of the change from
bismi'lldhi to sambslih and subsequently to sumbili, see Adelaar 1989a:4-
6.6 Dahl's derivation of Malagasy sumbili and Malay sambdih from sabbil
'consecration ...' and sabbala 'consecrate an object ...' respectively is
semantically and phonologically unsound. It is furthermore hard to
conceive that derivatives of the same Arabic root would have been
borrowed independently on both sides of the Indian Ocean and then have
undergone rather idiosyncratic semantic and phonological developments
which are largely analogous. Finally, the terms sabbil and sabbala are in
no way as religiously charged as is the formula bismi'lldhi.

Dahl rightly rejects my etymology of Malagasy setra, which I traced
from Malay {ilmu) sihir, (ilmu) seher 'black magie', and ultimately from
Arabic sihr 'sorcery, witchcraft' (Adelaar 1989a:6). I agree with him that
the stress pattern in setra contradicts such an origin.

Dahl maintains that Sorabe, the Malagasy version of the Arabic script, is
an Omani Arabic innovation, whereas Jawi (the Malay version of this
script) is originally an adaptation from the Persian (version of the Arabic)
script (Dahl 1991:20; see also Dahl 1983). Therefore, Sorabe cannot have
been introduced from Southeast Asia. But Dahl's evidence is not as
straightforward as may seem at first sight, and there are some errors in his
analysis.

First, there is no substantial evidence for a Persian origin of Jawi. Jawi

4 Spoken on the Southeast coast of Madagascar.
5 Malay sambslih may in fact have been borrowed via Persian, as a large number of
Arabic loanwords were borrowed by Malay via North India, which was under strong
Persian influence.
6 Contrary to what Dahl states (Dahl 1991:17), I do treat the phonological and
semantic aspects of this etymology rather extensively.
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has a few conventions in common with the Persian script. For instance, it
shares the latter's convention for writing the sounds [tj] (j) and [g] (£).
But there are also important differences. So for the sound [p] Jawi uses a fa
with three superscript dots (ui), whereas the Persian script uses ba (s;)with
three subscript dots. It is worth noting that Sorabe, the same as Jawi, uses
fa (<_s) for [p] (although it has no superscript dots). Marsden suggested
already in 1812 that Jawi is a Persian adaptation, and we find references to
a Persian origin throughout the literature. But this theory has never been
tested. There have never been strong direct links between Persia and
Southeast Asia. Islam was introduced to insular Southeast Asia from the
Indian subcontinent, mainly from Gujarat but also from other areas
(including South India). After the invasion of the Mongols and with the
introduction of Islam, North India came under strong Persian influence. In
this way various Persian elements entered the Malay language, literature
and thinking via India. That this included the Persian adaptation of the
Arabic script is possible, but it remains to be investigated, and should also
be checked against the possibility of direct borrowing of an Indian
adaptation of the Arabic script.

Second, in using the Jawi orthography as historical evidence, one
should take into account that the seemingly uniform writing conventions
of this system are the result of several standardization attempts which were
made over the centuries and at different Malay courts. The court of Riau
seems to have had a strong impact on the generally accepted writing rules
as we know them today. Nevertheless, it is quite evident that the present
uniformity has not always existed. Earlier variation has been partly lost as a
result of the activities of copyists, who tended to be normative in their
writing (Vik0r 1988:12). The same reservation applies to the conventions
of other adaptations of the Arabic script, such as Pegon (for Javanese),
which has been studied even less than Jawi. It probably also applies to
some extent to Sorabe. When making a comparison of Sorabe and Jawi as
Dahl does, it is therefore necessary to take the historical and regional
variations of these adaptations into consideration.

It is also necessary to draw the adaptations of the Arabic script as used
for some other Indonesian languages into one's comparison. Pegon, for
instance, shows remarkable agreement with Sorabe in that it uses the same
graphic conventions for retroflex d and / as does Sorabe for d and f. retro-
flex d J'S written as a dal with a subscript dot (J) , and retroflex t is written
as a ta [to] with a subscript dot (J?). For a better appreciation of the agree-
ment it should be added that Javanese speakers often perceive the alveo-
dental [d] in other languages as a retroflex (and not as a dental). See the
following loanwords: dara 'half-mature, half-ripe' (< Malay dara
'maiden'), dai 'forehead' (< Malay dahï), dasar 'bottom, base' (< Malay
dasar 'base'), duwit 'money' (< Dutch duit) and doklopo 'Cologne
water' (< French 'eau de Cologne'). (On the other hand, such an acoustic
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association of a foreign dental with their own retroflex seems not to be
made in the Javanese perception of [t].) Sorabe uses the ayn (g_)
(pharyngeal) for [rj] (velar nasal). Pegon and Jawi both use ayn with three
superscript dots (|) for [rj]. In this connection it is also worth noting that in
Javanese the original pharyngeals in Arabic loanwords are pronounced as
velar nasals.

One may wonder if it is justifiable to combine evidence from several
writing traditions (such as Pegon and Jawi) to posit (as I do) a Southeast
Asian origin of Sorabe as a serious possibility. But one should bear in mind
here that earlier forms of Malay also had retroflexes, which were in all
probability loan-phonemes from Indian languages. Direct evidence for this
is found in Old Malay inscriptions. Indirect evidence is provided by the
form of Malay loanwords in Malagasy, which for Malay [d] have a
retroflex [tr]. One should also bear in mind that, as Pegon and Jawi are the
end-points of a standardization process that has taken place over many
centuries, they may have been much more similar - or, at least, much more
exposed to the same orthographic chaos - in the past. After all, the
linguistic histories of Malay and Javanese are very much interconnected.

Finally, Dahl's grounds for assuming that Sorabe was originally
introduced by Omani Arabs are problematic. His main argument here is the
fact that Sorabe uses the Arabic letter ghayn (\) (designating a voiced
velar fricative in Arabic) for the voiced velar stop [g]. Dahl says about this:
'... the Arabs in East Africa and Madagascar came from Yemen and Oman
where in the Middle Ages ghayn was pronounced g, as in Egypt today'
(Dahl 1991:20). But it appears that Dahl misread his source. Brockelmann's
'stimmhafte Palatalexplosiva g' refers to Arabic jim (j), not to ghayn
(Brockelmann 1908:122). The Old Arabic ghayn has always remained a
voiced velar fricative in Egyptian and in the Gulf dialects, to which Omani
belongs.

In Malay, incidentally, the ghayn of Arabic loanwords is often
pronounced as [g], which is not without interest for the history of the use
of the symbol for ghayn for [g] in Sorabe. For this see Arabic masghül
'busy, concerned', which in Malay nowadays is masgul 'concerned, wor-
ried, or sad about something'; and Arabic ghaib 'invisible' over against
Malay gaib 'mysterious, miraculous, wonderful', also 'disappeared'.

Taking all these factors into account, there is little evidence in support of
Dahl's theory about the origin of Sorabe. An Omani Arabic origin of
Sorabe still remains entirely to be proven, while the possibility of a
Southeast Asian origin is a real one. The matter clearly needs further
investigation on the basis of a greater insight into the histories of several
writing traditions (Jawi, Sorabe, Pegon) and of a sound knowledge of the
Omani dialect in a historical perspective. It should be noted finally that, in
view of the limited number of letters in the Arabic syllabary, analogous
orthographic adaptations need not necessarily always be due to cross-
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cultural influence. They may also have been conditioned by linguistic
factors, as, for instance, in the case of the use of the Arabic letter fa (LJS)

(with or without dots) for the sound [p] in Jawi as well as in Sorabe. In
Jawi, this may be due to the nature of Malay phonology, where [f] does
not occur and [p] is the sound that comes closest to it. In Sorabe, it may
have been conditioned by the operations of Malagasy morphophonemics.
In Malagasy, [f] and [p] both occur, though in prefixation initial [f] often
becomes [p].

Summing up the above arguments (concerning the relative value of
dates provided by graves for dating the advent of Islam, the derivation of
sumbili from Arabic bismi'lldhi via Malay sambglih, and the possibility of
a Southeast Asian origin of Sorabe), I believe it to be quite possible that
Malays were still in contact with Madagascar after they had become
Muslims. The matter requires further research, but it is clear that one should
at least keep an open mind about the possibility of such continued
contacts, and also about the possibility that Malays (or other Indonesians)
played a role in the introduction of Sorabe and even of Islam in East
Madagascar.7

In this connection it is also important to mention Manguin's research
into 16th-century Portuguese sources. These sources report that Ind-
onesian navigators whom the Portuguese met in the Indian Ocean still had
vivid memories of earlier voyages to Madagascar. They were also aware of
the linguistic and cultural kinship between themselves and the Malagasy.
In a recent paper, Manguin assumes that Indonesian navigators must have
sailed to Madagascar until at least the second half of the 14th century
(Manguin 1993).

2.3 Bangka Island as a putative link in the Malagasy migradon to East
Africa

Dahl finds evidence for the existence of a colony of Maanyans in Bangka
in the 7th-century inscriptions of South Sumatra. It is tempting indeed to
consider the introductory lines of some of these inscriptions as an archaic
form of Maanyan. In view of the paucity of textual material, however,
these lines are hardly capable of translation, and any interpretation remains
highly speculative.

Dahl finds further evidence for his hypothesis in the language and
culture of the Lom people living in northern Bangka. But data on the Lom
by no means provide a solid body of evidence for any link with the
Maanyan or Malagasy people.

It is clear from Smedal's linguistic data that Lom is a Malay dialect
(Smedal 1987). It is phonologically fairly different from Standard Malay.
On comparison with local Malayic varieties in the area around the South

7 See also Faublée 1970, who believes that Islam was introduced in Southeast
Madagascar from Southeast Asia.
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China Sea, however, it turns out that Lom has most of its phonological
developments in common with these surrounding varieties. There is little
reason to assume Southeast Barito influence in Lom phonological features
such as the glottal stop that developed after word-final vowels, the
reduction of consonant clusters consisting of a homorganic nasal and a
following voiced stop to their nasal constituent, the loss of PMP *q, or the
change of *-a into -e (see Adelaar 1991b and 1992; Collins 1985).

Like Maanyan and Malagasy, Lom retains PMP *a in final syllables (see
also Nothofer 1994 and forthcoming). But so do other varieties of Malayic,
as, for instance, Jakartanese. As *a must also have occurred in Proto
Malayic (see Adelaar 1992:32-42), the retention of *a in Lom is compatible
with inclusion of this language in the Malayic subgroup. Another
argument for dissociating Lom from Maanyan and Malagasy is that it has
retained PMP *s as a regular schwa, whereas the reflexes of schwa in
Maanyan and Malagasy had already changed into a mid-front vowel at the
Proto Southeast Barito level (Hudson 1967).

Two other changes that Dahl assumes Lom to have in common with
Southeast Barito languages are the loss of PMP *R and the change of
PMP *s into h. However, in Lom these sound changes are of a different
nature from the ones in Southeast Barito, to the extent that they can hardly
be attributed to a common history of these languages.

In Lom, the loss of PMP *R is phonotactically conditioned: *R occurs as
r between vowels but was lost in word-initial and word-final positions. In
Southeast Barito languages the loss is general in the inherited lexicon: *R
became y (Merina Malagasy z) or 0, and this happened in initial - inter-
vocalic - and final positions. In loanwords it remained r in initial and inter-
vocalic positions, and became t (Merina Malagasy -tra) in final position.

In Lom, *s developed into h, which is pronounced as [0] in emphatic
speech. In Southeast Barito, *s usually became h (Malagasy 0) but
remained s in a number of words. Usually, h/0 is reflected in inherited
vocabulary, and s is reflected in loanwords, but there are also loanwords
reflecting h/0, and a few inherited words reflecting s. The distribution of
h/0 vs s varies in Malagasy and in the various Southeast Barito languages,
a circumstance which Dahl attributes to lexical diffusion (Dahl 1991:65). In
short, whereas Lom basically retained *s, which is pronounced as /h~0/, in
the Southeast Barito languages *s underwent a split and as a rule became
h (Malagasy 0) but in a few cases remained s.

The Lom morphological features adduced by Dahl (1991:60-1) are all
shared with Malayic languages and dialects. There is little point in
comparing them to morphological features in Southeast Barito languages.

Finally, the Lom vocabulary is clearly Malayic. I cannot find a single
Lom word in Smedal (1987) that unequivocally points to a Maanyan
affiliation.

Dahl also sees evidence for a Maanyan origin of the Lom people in their
burial practices. Most importantly, the Lom have the division of their
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funeral rites into several disparate stages in common with the Maanyans
and the Malagasy. This is a fairly widespread practice among Austronesian
peoples, however, and cannot lay claim to the exclusiveness that is
required for an argument for a close link.

As a matter of principle, comparing funeral practices in search of a
common history or origin requires (1) an interpretation of the funeral
practice in question in its socio-cultural and cosmological context, and (2)
an extensive knowledge of the various ways in which funeral rites are
performed in other Austronesian societies. These are necessary precon-
ditions if one is to avoid the comparison of random similarities, or the
comparison of similarities which happen to be retentions from a proto-
society that was ancestral to Austronesian societies in general. The same
conditions apply, mutatis mutandis, to other cross-cultural comparisons. In
practice, these conditions are often difficult to meet, which prevents many
anthropologists from making any cultural comparisons for historical
purposes. This may seem too pessimistic a view. The fact is, however, that
anthropological data do not lend themselves for comparison with the aim
of finding common origins as readily as do phonological, lexical and
morphological data. Especially comparisons of cultural elements taken out
of their context usually yield no significant results. To draw an analogy
with historical linguistics, one tends to be misled by superficial 'look-
alikes' rather than search for significant regularity in agreement.8

Finally, the identification of the Sekak people with Bajaus and other
groups of sea nomads is due to a conflation of several separate ethnic
entities. Bajaus, who are known for their activities as carriers, are native to
the eastern parts of insular Southeast Asia. They live in the Philippines, in
Sulawesi, on the northeastern and southeastern coasts of Borneo, in the
Lesser Sunda Islands, and in the Moluccas. Their languages form a Malayo
Polynesian subgroup the wider affiliations of which are still unknown
(Pallesen 1985:1). In any case, they are quite different from the languages
of various groups of sea nomads living around Sumatra and the Malay
peninsula.

The Urak Lawoi' in coastal Southwest Thailand speak a Malayic
language, as do the Orang Akit, Orang Laut, Orang Darat and Orang Utan
in the Riau Archipelago (Hogan 1988; Kahler 1960). The Moken and
Moklen peoples in the Mergui Archipelago (on the border between South-

8 The study of the Asian origins of the Malagasy requires a rigid distinction between
the following categories: 1. agreements due to a direct and exclusive common origin
of certain languages or cultures within the wider Austronesian context; 2. agreements
due to a common Austronesian origin; 3. agreements due to influence (in which
connection Malay influence figures prominently); 4. agreements due to tendencies (in
languages as well as in cultures) to change in a particular direction as the result of
inherent systemic constraints; and 5. purely incidental agreements. In my view, the
evidence Dahl adduces from death rituals suffers from a conflation of (1) and (2), and
should have been checked against tendencies specified in (4).
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west Mianmar and Southwest Thailand) speak closely related Austronesian
languages which are neither Malayic nor Bajauic. The sub-classification of
these languages remains a matter of dispute (Larish 1994). The exonym
Bajs? which is sometimes used for the Sekak is in all probability a local
form of a much more general term for 'pirate' in Javanese (bajag) and
Malay (bajak).

3 Loanwords from Indonesian languages other than Malay in Malagasy

In spite of the various different, and even opposed, views that linguists
(Dahl, Mahdi, Simon, Adelaar) hold on the history of Malagasy, they agree
in the view that this language contains Malay loanwords in addition to the
inherited Austronesian core material which it has in common with the
Southeast Barito languages. They also all assume that Malagasy equally
underwent influences from other Indonesian languages.

But the problem here is that they all differ about what these other
Indonesian languages might have been. As was mentioned above, Adelaar
(in press a) recognizes Javanese influence in the lexicon as well as in the
morphology of Malagasy. Simon (1988) and Dahl (1977b:95) assume
influence from Madurese on the Southeast Barito languages before the
migration of the early Malagasy. Mahdi (1988) argues in favour of a South
Sulawesi (Buginese, Macassarese, and so on) areal feature, which affected
South Borneo and allegedly led to the reduction of final consonants and
the subsequent emergence of vocalic endings in Malagasy. Dahl (1951 and
1991) occasionally traces Malagasy words to Ngaju, a Southwest Barito
language which is an important lingua franca in inland South and Central
Borneo.

That Javanese and Ngaju should have been lending languages in the
history of Malagasy comes as no surprise. Ever since the 9th century AD
Malays and Javanese have been competing for the political and cultural
hegemony in large parts of Indonesia, and this is also reflected in linguistic
borrowing. A Malay copper-plate inscription in Java (Gandasuli inscrip-
tion) dates from the 9th century AD (De Casparis 1950), and Old Javanese
texts contain many Malay loanwords. From the 9th century on, Old Malay
inscriptions exhibit Javanese lexical influence (e.g., the Gandasuli inscrip-
tion, and the Manila Bay inscription from the lOth century (Postma 1992)).
From the perspective of Indonesian cultural history, it is easy to see how
this close interaction must also have had an influence on other Indonesian
peoples. Continued contacts between Madagascar and Southeast Asia
after the migration would account for the occurrence of some Javanese
loanwords along with a much larger number of Malay loanwords. The
occurrence of Ngaju loanwords is perfectly plausible if one assumes that
this language was already prominent as a lingua franca in the area at the
time of the Malagasy migration.

But Madurese influence in Malagasy does not seem to be supported by
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the linguistic evidence. Nor would such influence be very likely from a
historical perspective (Adelaar 1991a).

3.1 South Sulawesi loanwords

Influence from South Sulawesi languages is a much more promising pro-
position. Although I do not readily accept Mahdi's theory of a phono-
logical areal feature (see Adelaar 1991a), I do believe that there is a
substantial body of South Sulawesi loanwords in Malagasy. Some of these
also appear in other Southeast Barito languages.

3.1.1 The evidence
The evidence for this thesis is provided by the following words.

Vadi 'spouse'. This word is not found in the wordlists for Southeast Barito
languages, which contain reflexes of PAN *sawa 'wife', *bana 'husband'
or other words for this concept. I did, however, find the form kabali 'wife'
in a Maanyan biblical text (Soerat sarita 1938:8). Vadi must be a South
Sulawesi loanword. Compare Macassarese bali 'relation between people
belonging to the house of the bride and those belonging to the house of
the bridegroom', Macassaresepa?balibaliarj 'spouse'; South Toraja9 bali
' 1 . partner, associate, mate, spouse, opponent; 2. reply, retaliate; 3. go
against, resist', and South Toraja sibali 'to get married'. Mills reconstructs
for Proto South Sulawesi *bali, which covers the following semantic con-
figuration: ' 1 . side (friend, partner); 2. enemy (oppose); 3. answer (contra-
dict, answer back)'.

On the basis of this and much other material reflecting either a protoform
*baliw or a protoform *baluy, Blust reconstructed the PAN complex: 1.
*baliw / *maliw 'transformation, metamorphosis' and *baliw-an 'change,
substitute, repeat'; 2. *baliw 'oppose, opposite part; friend, partner'; 3.
*baliw(-an) 'don mourning apparel; mourn for a deceased spouse'; 4.
*baliw(-an) 'repay, return in kind; retaliate, take revenge = equalize (a loss
or debt)' (Blust 1980:224-8). Faced with almost as many inherited reflexes
pointing to an etymon *baluy as to an etymon *baliw in the Austronesian
languages, Blust decided that *baliw was the original PAN protoform, and
*baluy was a metathesized development of it. According to Blust, these
*baliw forms have the following Malagasy reflexes: *baliw (1) > vadi
'partner, husband, wife; a companion, an associate; a mate, one of a set of
two (thus the saucer is the vadi of a cup)', and *baliw (2) > valu
'alteration'.

Although Blust for some reason seems to assume that vadi and valu are
both inherited reflexes of *baliw (/ *maliw), an etymon cannot normally
have two different phonological representations. The co-occurrence of
vadi and valu requires explanation. I assume that vadi is borrowed from

Nowadays usually called Sa'dan Toraja.
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South Sulawesi languages, and that valu, reflecting the metathesized
variant form *baluy, is inherited. The semantic narrowing from 'associate,
friend; opponent, rival' to 'spouse' that is shown by vadi is typical of
some South Sulawesi languages, although there are admittedly some other
AN languages in which this has occurred as well.10 As was indicated
above, in the Southeast Barito language group it is found in Malagasy
(where vadi also refers to certain members of the spouse's family) and
Maanyan, but not in other Southeast Barito languages. The change from
*uy to -u as shown by *baluy > valu is phonologically regular. (Compare
*babuy 'pig' > (archaic) Malagasy vavu id.; *apuy 'fire' > afu id.; *larjuy
'swim' > l-um-anu.)

Vuhu 'the back of something', i-vuhu 'behind'. Related forms in other
East Barito languages are Maanyan buku 'after(wards); because of',
Samihim_/?M£M 'back', and Siong wuku 'backwards, in reverse direction'
(Hudson 1967). In South Sulawesi languages boko? and corresponding
terms usually have the meaning 'back' as a part of the body (see Buginese
and South Toraja boko? ) . Mills (1975) reconstructs Proto South Sulawesi
*boko(t?) 'back' (the part of the body). The ancestral form must have
ended in an occlusive, probably a *t, though Mills is not sure about this.

I assume that vuhu, buku and wuku are borrowed from South Sulawesi
languages. Proto South Sulawesi *boko(t?) had the unmarked meaning of
'back' as a part of the body, which meaning is still found in most of its
daughter languages. In Proto South Sulawesi this *boko(t?) replaced PMP
*likud 'back', of which no reflexes are found in South Sulawesi languages
any more.

In the East Barito languages, however, Malagasy vuhu, Maanyan buku
and Siong wuku have narrower meanings and usually function as locative
(and even temporal) adverbs. These meanings seem to be the result of
semantic narrowing, which suggests borrowing. Moreover, Southeast
Barito languages often retain a reflex of an earlier *(ta-)likud denoting
'back' as a part of the body.11 Finally, unlike South Sulawesi languages,

10 Blust points out that Lau (in the Solomon Islands) has bali ?ana wane 'bride's
people, bridegroom's people', and Mota (Vanuatu) has ta-val-a imwa 'the other side
of the house; members of the other veve, with whom alone marriage is allowed' (Blust
p.c).
11 Compare the presence in Southeast Barito languages of (Dusun Witu) lutuk,
(Dusun Deyah) lotok, and (Dusun Malang) likut in combination with Ferrand's Old
Taimoro talutuku (Ferrand 1904:91; unlike Merina Malagasy, which invariably has -a
as a whispered final vowel, Taimoro Malagasy has the preceding vowel repeated as a
final whispered vowel). All these have the general meaning of 'back' as a part of the
body. Compare also PMP *likud 'back', and Cebuano talikud (Wolff 1972), Ilocano
tallikud (Constantino 1971), Tagalog, Bikol, Maranao talikod (Panganiban 1980;
Mintz and Del Rosario Britanico 1985; McKaughan and Macaraya 1967), which have
the basic meaning of turning around, turning one's back.
Three developments link an earlier *(ta-)likud 'to turn around, to turn one's back' to
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which often merged earlier final occlusive consonants into ?, Southeast
Barito languages as a rule have retained the occlusive feature of final
consonants. However, vuhulfiukulbukulwuku do not exhibit a final
occlusive, which indicates that they are not regularly inherited.

Outside the South Sulawesi and Southeast Barito languages, forms
related to *boko(t?) meaning 'back' are uncommon, although Cebuano
does have buku-bukü 'the back of a person or animal' (Wolff 1972).

Taneti 'high and flat terrain, slope, hill' (Abinal and Malzac 1970: 'colline
dépourvue d'arbre, et placée entre deux vallées; terre ferme'). Corres-
ponding forms in the South Sulawesi languages agree rather neatly in form
and meaning. Compare Macassarese tanete 'rolling (hills), hilly terrain',
Buginese tanete 'elevated terrain, high country', and South Toraja,
Mandar tanete 'hill, low mountain'. This set has no corresponding forms in
other Austronesian languages. I therefore consider Malagasy taneti a
South Sulawesi loanword.

Ta-. Roots with this prefix constitute an ethnic name or denote a
geographically definable group of people. For instance, ta-lautra 'Muslims
who came from across the Mozambican channel' (a/lautra 'high sea');
tandranu 'people living close to the beach, fishermen, and so on' (< *ta-N-
ranu 'people from the water'); tambalika 'people from another province';
Tanala (ethnic name < *ta-N-ala 'people-from-forest'). Ta- is originally a
cliticized form of PAN *taw 'human being'.

Although it is still possible in theory that the Malagasy prefix ta- is a
regularly inherited form of PMP *taw, I assume that it was borrowed from
South Sulawesi languages. I do so on account of the following facts: (1)
*taw was replaced by hulun or a related form in Proto Southeast Barito
and other languages in the Barito area; (2) Southeast Barito languages
other than Malagasy seem to have lost all reflexes of *taw; and (3)
Sulawesi languages have a cliticized form of *taw as a prefix for forming
nouns denoting 'a person who / people who ... (root)'. Compare
Macassarese tu-ri-kale 'those belonging to one's personal household
(Dutch lijfvolk); family', tu-ri-olo 'ancestors' (lit. 'those of the past'), and

likut, lutuk, lotok and talutuku: regressive assimilation of penultimate *i to *u in the
following syllable, devoicing of *d to *t, and subseqüent metathèsis of *k and *t,
thus: *(ta-)likud > *(ta)lukud > *(ta)lukut > *(ta)lutuk. Devoicing of *d can be
accounted for by the phonological history of the Southeast Barito languages (Dahl
1951:65; Mahdi 1988:168). So can the assimilation of *i to *u, which as a tendency
is clearly manifest in Malagasy, see Malay tumit 'heel' > tumutra id.; PWMP *qali-
mukan 'pigeon' > *(ha)dimuken > *dumuken > dumuhina 'dove'; Proto East Barito
*biun 'neck', which became Lawangan biurj id., and in turn *wiyun > *wuyur) >
Malagasy vuzuna id. (see Mahdi 1988:148; note, however, that Mahdi reconstructs
Proto East Barito *(ba)iurj). In cases where the penultimate high vowel for *i or *u is
undecided, Malagasy always has u, e.g., *q(i,u)jun 'nose' > Maanyan ururj, Malagasy
uruna id.; *t(i,u)DuR 'sleep' > Malagasy turu, turi id.
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(with a still unreduced form of *taw) tau-gaga? 'stammerer'; Buginese to
Soppeq 'a person from Soppeng', Tolotarj (name of a Buginese ethnic
subdivision); Mandar to-baine 'woman', to-beorj 'orphan'; South Toraja
to lino 'earthling' (lino 'world'), to matua, to kaiaqan 'the ancestors'.

The use of a cliticized form of *taw in this way is not exclusive to
Sulawesi languages. Languages in Borneo and in Austronesian areas to
the west and south of it do not usually have a reflex of *taw, however.12

The vowel difference between Malagasy ta- and Macassarese or Buginese
to-ltu- is regular. In Malagasy words of four or more syllables, the vowel of
syllables preceding the antepenultimate syllable as a rule becomes a.13

Matua 'the eldest' (in compounds with kinship terms). The general
Malagasy term for 'old' is antitra. Compare Macassarese, Buginese, and
South Toraja ma-tua, a general term for 'old'.

Although Malagasy matua is similar in form and meaning to PMP
*tuqah 'old', it is phonologically irregular and must be a South Sulawesi
loan. The ending -a points to borrowing, as PMP *-a(h) as a rule became -i
in Malagasy.

Malagasy, incidentally, still has a regular reflex of PMP *tuqah. A form
-tui 'old (in general)' occurs in the derivatives matui 'old, mature; serious,
reasonable'; and hatui, hatuezana 'old age, maturity' (Webber 1853). In
contrast to -tui, matua is not a member of a wider derivational paradigm,
which is also indicative of borrowing.

The fact that matua has a fossilized prefix ma- points to a South
Sulawesi origin rather than, for instance, a Malay one. In Malay the static
verbal prefix ma- was lost, and tu(h)a 'old' occurs without a prefix.

Sulu 'a substitute'. Compare with Macassarese as-solo? 'give presents at a
celebration', pas-solo? 'present given at the occasion of a celebration (in
the form of money or goods)'; Buginese pas-solo? 'present (in the form of
money or goods) for newly weds'; South Toraja sulu'?-i 'borrow money
for a short term and return it without interest', pas-sulu? 'money borrowed
in this way'; Duri solo? 'gifts on certain ritual occasions (weddings,
circumcisions etc.)' (Mills 1975). Mills reconstructed *sulu(r) 'exchange,
pay'.

I consider Malagasy sulu a South Sulawesi loanword. If it were a
regularly inherited cognate of South Sulawesi solo? I sulu?, its initial s
would have been lost. The relation between the meanings 'substitute',

12 An exception are the Tamanic languages in the interior of West Kalimantan,
though these appear to subgroup with the South Sulawesi languages (Adelaar 1994).
13 A concurrent explanation for the vowel in Malagasy ta- is that, at the time South
Sulawesi languages exercised an influence on the Southeast Barito ones, the clitic may
still have been a full form *taw, the diphthong of which is closer to Malagasy ta- than
the vowels of the prefixes to- or tu-.
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'present given at ceremonies' and 'exchange, pay' is evident from the
perspective of traditional Austronesian culture, where the exchange of
presents is vital for the establishment or strengthening of social relations.

Alternatively, sulu could have been borrowed from Malay, which has
posolok or pajiolok 'gift in the form of a contribution; e.g., a gift of food to
a man getting up a picnic to which the donor is asked'. But this is a less
obvious solution. Pasolok and pajiolok are no current words in Malay.
Furthermore, the existence of pajiolok along with pssolok indicates that
one of these forms (probably pgsolok) is feit to be ill-adapted to the Malay
derivational paradigm. This circumstance together with the fact that there
are no other derivatives on the basis of solok in Malay, indicates that this
word is also borrowed (from Buginese?).

Untsi 'kind of banana'. Compare Macassarese unti, Buginese utti (< *unti)
'banana', and PMP *punti 'banana'. The loss of *p-//- is rather unex-
pected in Malagasy, but not uncommon in Buginese. I assume that untsi
was borrowed from South Sulawesi languages. The consonant ƒ- still
occurs in forms denoting the ravenala tree, which is similar to a banana
tree(Dahl 1951:323).

Huta 'a chew', Maanyan kota 'eaten'. Compare Buginese ota 'to chew',
and Mills' Proto South Sulawesi *kota 'to chew'. Huta must be borrowed
from South Sulawesi languages, as it has not undergone the expected
change from *-a to -i, and no related forms seem to exist in languages other
than Malagasy, Maanyan and the South Sulawesi languages.

There is further the following Malagasy item, which seems to have a
corresponding form in Buginese but not in other Austronesian languages:

ma-lutu 'troubled, impure', see Buginese (Soppeng dialect) ma-lutu 'worn
out'.

In the following case also, the Malagasy word has a corresponding form in
Buginese, but not in other AN languages:

leha 'go', Buginese (Sinjai' dialect) tekka id. (other Buginese dialects have
lokka); note, here too, that the expected change from *-a to -i has not
taken place.

There is additionally more speculative evidence. First, there are Malagasy
words that must be borrowed, but for which a South Sulawesi origin
cannot be determined with certainty. These are, for instance, tazana, lu,
and a/tsimu, and words displaying -a instead of expected -/.
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Tazana 'watched from a distance'. Compare Buginese tajoq 'wait',
Macassarese tayarj 'wait'.

Although there is a great deal of formal agreement between these forms,
Malagasy tazana is not related to Buginese tajarj and Macassarese tayarj
through common inheritance. Mahdi (1988) has shown that PMP *-y- was
lost in Southeast Barito languages. If these languages nowadays have a -y-
- which in Merina Malagasy subsequently became -z- - this is a fairly
recent innovation that occurs on morpheme boundaries, through
borrowing, and as a non-phonemic glide in a sequence of different vowels
the first of which is high-front or mid-front. Tazana is therefore probably a
loanword.

lts origin remains a problem, however. Formally and semantically South
Sulawesi tayarj and tajarj match tazana well enough to have been its
archeform. But there is also Malay tayatj in manayaqkan 'to show' or 'to
present'. This term has fairly recently come into vogue in modern Indo-
nesian and modern Malay, though older Malay dictionaries already list a
derivative of it, which seems to indicate that it is not a loanword in this
language, or at least not a recent one. Compare tayatjan 'to display, e.g. to
hold up a kris in pride or warning to an enemy' (Wilkinson 1959). This
word could also have been the lending form of tazana, although its
different meaning and seemingly low frequency in the past do not favour
this interpretation.

Lu 'rotten, spoilt' agrees with Buginese lu? 'troubled, muddy'. But Lun
Bawang in the Baram area (Sarawak) has me-lu 'rotten'.14

A-tsimu 'South' agrees in form with Buginese timo? 'east wind' (the initial
a- is a prefix that occurs in terms denoting a location).

The formal agreement between the two forms is not diagnostic for a
borrowing relationship, as the loss of *-R in PMP *timuR 'southeast
monsoon wind' is regular in both Buginese and Malagasy.15

However, there are other reasons for considering a-tsimu as a loanword.
Elsewhere I show that the Malagasy directional system, as well as part of
the terminology pertaining to it, are originally Malay. Moreover, the
original names of monsoon winds, PMP *habaRat and PMP *timuR, were
lost in the Southeast Barito languages, which are spoken in an environ-

14 Beatrice Clayre (p.c). Blust (p.c.) points out that this Lun Bawang correspondence
points to an original *me-lus.
15 The difference in meaning between Malagasy a-tsimu and Buginese timo? is
explained by the fact that PMP *habaRat and PMP *timuR are originally names of
monsoon winds (meaning 'northwest monsoon' and 'southeast monsoon'
respectively), and that dry monsoon winds in Madagascar come from the south,
whereas in the Buginese and Malay native areas they blow from the east (see Dahl
1951).
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ment where seasonal differences are slight and monsoon winds have little
impact (Adelaar in press b). If a-tsimu were inherited, one would expect it
to have undergone regressive vowel assimilation from *i to u, as exem-
plified in footnote 11 in the present article. However, a-tsimu is apparently
not a Malay loanword, as Malay timur 'East' has not lost *-R. As a-tsimu
is apparently neither inherited nor a loanword from Malay, and it moreover
agrees in form with Buginese timo?, borrowing from Buginese is a poss-
ibility. Another possibility, however, is that a-tsimu ultimately derives from
Malay timur but came into Merina Malagasy via a vernacular form (in
some of the Malagasy dialects, historical final consonants were lost).

As in the case of huta and matua, other Malagasy words do not show the
expected change from *-a(h) to -i, either. They must be borrowed, and they
are possibly (although not necessarily) of South Sulawesi origin. Compare
the following:

aza, a vetative marker ('don't!'), which is similar to Buginese aja? (same
meaning). But then again, Javanese has aja with the same meaning.16 That
aza must be borrowed is apparent from its final a; it is corroborated by the
fact that it does not have corresponding forms in other Southeast Barito
languages.

vala 'palisade, corral', see Buginese wala, South Toraja bala, Mandar bala
'fence, palisade'. Malagasy vala could have been borrowed from South
Sulawesi languages, but related forms are also found in many languages
(inside as well as outside Sulawesi) which do not belong to the South
Sulawesi group.

hita 'to see'. Compare South Toraja kita 'see', and also Buginese ita,
which seems to have lost *k-, though this reappears in the derivatives
makkita-ita 'to watch' and pakkita 'sight; vision' (see Malagasy mahita
'to see' and fahitana 'sight; vision'). Hitalkitalita ultimately derive from
PMP *kita 'to see', which has many reflexes in other Austronesian
languages.

There are also a number of South Sulawesi words for which it cannot be
established whether they are related to Malagasy ones, or whether they are
just 'look-alikes' with no diagnostic value as regards possible contacts in
the past.

In Buginese kubba 'strange' and tau-kubba-e 'foreigner, newcomer'
one might see a lending form of the Malagasy word huva ' 1. inhabitant of
the Imerina region; 2. castes of freemen other than nobles'.

16 Javanese aja apparently developed from Old Javanese aywa (same meaning).
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The Buginese title andi, which precedes aristocratie and royal names, is
similar in form and meaning to Malagasy andri/ana 'sovereign, lord,
aristocrat; term of respect'. Both Buginese andi and Malagasy andriana
seem to reflect Dempwolff's PMP *qa(n)di 'ruler', which should actually
be revised to *qa(n)Zi on account of Old Malay haji (De Casparis 1956:37
fn.13), Balinese aji (Kamus 1978) and Sundanese haji (Eringa 1984),
which all have the meaning 'king, ruler'. The nasal preceding d/dr suggests
a borrowing relationship between andi and andriana. As far as I know,
reflexes of *qa(n)Zi in other languages do not have this nasal. Buki is the
exonym for Malagasy people in Mozambican languages. On 18th-century
French maps, the island of Nossi Be is labelled Ile Bugi.

3.1.2 Evaluation
There is a fairly large number of possible South Sulawesi loanwords in
Malagasy. Even if part of them eventually turn out not to be borrowed (or
to be borrowed from non-South Sulawesi languages), there still remains a
handful for which a South Sulawesi origin seems the most plausible
explanation (e.g., vadi, taneti, vuhu, ta-, hutd). This is basically sufficient to
provide an argument for contacts between speakers of an early form of
Malagasy and speakers of South Sulawesi languages.

Some of the loanwords that I propose might arguably also be traced to
languages other than those of South Sulawesi. In their case my argument
rests on the principle of explanatory economy. Basically, speakers of a
given language may adopt loanwords from any other language, and in
practice they often do adopt loanwords from a wide array of languages.
But for a variety of reasons, in a situation where languages are in contact
with each other, there are usually a number of languages that are more
favoured as lending languages than others. Considering the seaward
orientation of some South-Sulawesi-speaking peoples (e.g., Buginese,
Macassarese, Selayarese) and their strong influence on surrounding
peoples, it is likely that these peoples were also in contact with South and
Southeast Borneo. Some of the loanwords (e.g., taneti) point specifically
to a South Sulawesi source. Given these circumstances, it is reasonable to
consider the South Sulawesi languages first as a possible source of
loanwords that might be South Sulawesi but for which another origin is
not excluded.

The fact that some of the loanwords in question also have corres-
ponding forms in Southeast Barito languages points to borrowing prior to
the migration to East Africa. On the other hand, Malagasy also seems to
contain South Sulawesi loanwords which do not have corresponding
forms in other Southeast Barito languages. This could mean that South
Sulawesi languages continued to influence Malagasy after the migration.
But it may also simply reflect the fact that there is much more lexical
material available for Malagasy than for any of the other Southeast Barito
languages. An answer to the problem of dating the South Sulawesi loan-
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words in Malagasy will depend on further research of a more inter-
disciplinary nature.

Another question that has to be addressed is which South Sulawesi
language(s) in particular can be singled out as the source of these loan-
words. Buginese appears to score highest as regards possible archeforms.
But here, too, some caution is in order. There is no historical evidence of a
Buginese ethnic identity, Buginese sailing activities on a large scale, or
Buginese political prominence, prior to the 14th century AD (Caldwell
1988). Considering the reasonably close relationship between the South
Sulawesi languages, it is possible that some of them had not yet become
separate languages at the time this borrowing took place. Although
Buginese is admittedly the most likely source, it is safest to tracé these
loanwords to the South Sulawesi group in general, rather than to attribute
them to a particular source language within this group.

Pairs like kubbalhuva, andi/andriana, and names like buki, Ile bugi, and
so on, have to be treated with caution. They cannot be taken at face value,
and at best provide circumstantial evidence.

Gautier (1900) and Schnitger (1943) already suggested Buginese as a
source for cultural and linguistic elements in Madagascar. Their arguments
were of a rather random nature, however, and do not require further
discussion here.

4. Concluding remarks

In spite of the doubts of some scholars, Dahl's classification of Malagasy
with the Southeast Barito languages of Borneo remains unchallenged.
Malagasy also underwent influences from other Indonesian languages,
which fact tends somewhat to obscure the genetic link between Malagasy
and the Southeast Barito languages. It is exactly as a result of the
acknowledgement and further study of these later influences, however,
that the genetic link stands out even clearer. Later influences came from
the Malay, Ngaju, Javanese, and South Sulawesi languages. Provided that
the historico-linguistic argumentation for them is sound, one should not be
unduly sceptical about these influences.

Already at a very early stage (at least the 9th century) Malay and
Javanese exercised a strong influence on each other. As a result, Malay
and Javanese have been vehicular languages for the spread of mutual
loanwords.

Ngaju is the most important native language in the Barito area and
elsewhere in South and Central Borneo. It is unclear when this language
became important as a second language, but, considering the very fact that
it was almost a neighbouring language for the early immigrants, one should
not be surprised to find an occasional Ngaju loanword in Malagasy.

The Buginese and Macassarese have exercised a strong influence on
other Sulawesi languages and on languages of the Lesser Sunda Islands.
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South Borneo must have been within easy reach for these quite enter-
prising seafarers. The problem is, however, that we do not know when they
became influential. As was already mentioned above, the histories of the
Buginese and Macassarese go back to the 14th century at the earliest,
which is not much of a help considering that the 7th century AD is a likely
date for the migration of the early Malagasy.

It has to be emphasized here that a total lack of historiographical data is
not necessarily an argument against certain language contacts. One is
reminded of the fact that there are no early written records of the Malagasy
migration to East Africa, although this migration must have taken place at a
time when Southeast Asians were already familiar with writing.

An interesting parallel is provided by the contacts between Macassarese
and North Australians, which lasted for the whole of the 18th and 19th
century AD, and may have begun as early as the second half of the 17th
century. The Macassarese had a considerable cultural and linguistic impact
on North Australia, to the extent that at the beginning of the 20th century
(after the Macassarese had ceased to frequent this area) there still existed a
pidgin on the basis of Macassarese and Aboriginal languages as a lingua
franca for intertribal communication deep into the North Australian interior.
Apparently, nothing is said about these contacts in Macassarese written
records, and the very few Dutch and British colonial records that mention
them remain vague (Macknight 1976:95). For Indonesian seafarers,
overseas trade voyages apparently do not lend themselves to detailed
written accounts of the sort produced by Ibn Battuta or by Chinese and
European travellers. One could think of several perfectly straightforward
explanations for this, such as the level of literacy of the seafarers, a form of
ethnocentrism which made them less interested in the subject of overseas
cultures and peoples, or trade interests requiring a certain degree of
secrecy.

As far as I can see, Malay influence also includes Muslim-Malay
elements. This would imply that Malay influence persisted for several
centuries after the migration. But, except for this Malay influence, most
influence on Malagasy from other Indonesian languages seems to be pre-
migratory.

As was already pointed out above, I also believe it possible that the
early migrants from Southeast Asia came not exclusively from the South-
east Barito area - in fact, that Southeast Barito speakers may not even
have constituted a majority among these migrants, but rather formed a
nuclear group which was later reinforced by Southeast Asian migrants
with a possibly different linguistic and cultural background (and, of course,
by African migrants).

Whatever view one may hold on how the early Malagasy were
influenced by other Indonesians, it seems necessary that we at least
develop a more cosmopolitan view on the Indonesian origins of the
Malagasy. A Southeast Barito origin is beyond dispute, but this is of
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course only one aspect of what Malagasy dialects and cultures reflect
today. Later influences were manifold, and some of these influences -
African as well as Indonesian - were so strong that they have moulded the
Malagasy language and culture in all its variety into something new,
something for the analysis of which a Southeast Barito origin has become a
factor of little explanatory value.
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